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LOG IN

GET STARTED

Apply coding concepts
Participate in daily challenges 

and weekly contests.

Enter your information

Name

Email

Password

CONTINUE

Proceeding means you agree to our terms & conditions
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return

HTML
Get introduced to the basics of 
building websites

JAVASCRIPT
Start with the basics then move to 
advanced topics

CSS
Learn how to style a webpage

You can add/remove your courses later.
Add your course(s)

CONTINUE

Casual 1 Chapter

2 Chapters

3 Chapters

4+ Chapters

Ambitious

Intense

Hardcore

CONTINUE

You can always change your goal later.
Pick a daily goal

Courses

HTML
Get introduced to the basics of 
building websites

JAVASCRIPT
Start with the basics then move to 
advanced topics

CSS
Learn how to style a webpage

Add a course Edit
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Course Progress

Courses Play Home Profile

HTML

HTML is the language of the internet. In this 
course, get introduced to the basic structure 
of a webpage, common tags, and simple ways 
to style webpages.

0/25

CH.1 Introduction to HTML

What is HTML?1-1

CH.2 Common tags

CH.4 Styles

CH.5 Lists 0/5

0/9

CH.3 Links and multimedia 0/7

0/3

0/1

Progress

Courses Play Home Profile

HTML stands for HyperText Markup 
Language and is the skeleton of all 
web pages. It’s often the first language 
learned by marketers and designers 
and is core to front-end development 
work. 

It provides structure to the content 
appearing on a website, such as text, 
images, or videos. 

CONTINUE

In the code editor below, type your 
name in between <h1> and </h1>, then 
press Run.

1    <h1>Allison</h1>

Allison

Great work!
You just created your first heading.

CONTINUE

You’ve reached your daily goal!

CONTINUE

Goal Level: Casual
Change goal

1/1
Chapters

Weekly Contest

Play

Daily Challenge

Add and stylize a header
Create a fun and unique header for a page.

SOLVE CHALLENGE

START CONTEST

Ends in 18 hours

Ends in 6 days and 5 hours

Create a spring themed homepage 
With spring just around the corner, show us your 
excitement through your own homepage! The 
winner will be feature on our website!

Courses Play Home Profile

PAPER PROTOTYPES

1
1

2

add a progress bar

2 add goals

3 show chapter progress

4 show lesson progress

5 have rewards at the end

6 have a di�erent variety of 
challenges

3 4

5

6

USERFLOWEMPATHY MAP

THINK

SAY

FEEL

DO

I like to learn at 
my own pace

I don’t know 
where to begin

My phone is 
more convenient 

for me

I like being 
productive 

I don’t have a lot 
of free time at 

home

I like learning 
through games

I like being 
rewarded for my 

work

I feel 
accomplished 

when I’m 
productive

I don’t want to 
feel humiliated if 
I don’t know an 

answer to 
something 

I get excited 
learning new 

things

I feel bored if I’m 
not challenged

Coding is 
overwhelming

I feel attached to 
my phone

I don’t like feeling 
rushed to do 
something

“I don’t want to 
be pressured to 

learn something.”

“I like having 
goals.”

“I work better on 
my own.”

“I want to be 
challenged 

but not 
overwhelmed.”

“I wish I can 
practice coding 

outside the 
house.”

“I have free time 
right before and 

after school.”

“It’s more 
convenient 
carrying my 

phone than my 
laptop.”

Always 
challenges 

herself
Creates goals Tries to be 

productive
Does things with 

patience 

Likes learning in 
her free time

Enjoys problem 
solving

Usually studies 
on her own

PERSONA

Maica Mendez
Age: 17
Occupation: Student

Shy and introverted

Patient and hard working

Likes learning new things 

Enjoys learning and working at her own pace

Girl&Code is a mobile app that teaches young girls how to code for 

the web. Add courses and goals, complete lessons, participate in 

weekly challenges, and earn badges. With this mobile app, you can 

code anytime, anywhere.
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